Late outgrowth endothelial progenitor cells in patients with age-related macular degeneration.
To evaluate the feasibility of isolating and expanding endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs), in the form of late outgrowth endothelial progenitor cells (OECs), from the peripheral blood of an aged population, particularly patients affected by different forms of AMD. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells were collected from young control subjects (n = 18) and from elderly subjects with non-AMD/low-risk dry AMD (n = 15), high-risk dry AMD (n = 6), or neovascular AMD (nvAMD; n = 32); cultured in established conditions; and observed for appearance of OEC clusters and growth characteristics on expansion. Expression of VEGF receptor-2 (KDR) in OECs after expansion was determined by Western blot. Plasma samples of study subjects were analyzed for CRP and VEGF levels. OEC cultures were successfully generated from a similar number of subjects in each group. After adjustment for all other variables, subjects with high-risk dry AMD had a 5.6-fold higher number of OEC clusters per 20 mL blood, and subjects with nvAMD had a 5.1-fold high number than did subjects with non-AMD/low-risk dry AMD (P < 0.05). High-risk dry AMD generated 63 times more (NS) and nvAMD 32-times more (P < 0.05) OECs on expansion of clusters than did non-AMD/low-risk dry AMD. Population doubling occurred significantly faster in cultures from nvAMD eyes compared to non-AMD/low-risk dry AMD eyes. In addition, a significant correlation between the number of OEC clusters, expanded OECs and levels of KDR was demonstrated. An OEC population was isolated and expanded from the blood of elderly control and AMD-affected patients and demonstrated significantly higher number of initial OEC clusters and expansion potential of OECs in patients at risk for or already affected by nvAMD. OECs may be used for further phenotypic, genetic, and functional analyses in patients with nvAMD.